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Introduction
In our previous report, IMPACT-se reviewed materials produced by UNRWA to facilitate at-home
learning from March through September. The report detailed numerous instances of content which
egregiously violated UN values, UNESCO standards, and UNRWA’s stated principles. The report
found materials contained incitement to violence, demonization of Israel which was erased from maps,
endorsements of jihad and martyrdom, the promulgation of libels and conspiracies, and failed to
promote peacemaking.
Subsequent to its publication, UNRWA acknowledged it had produced and distributed inappropriate
materials to Palestinian students. Several UNRWA donor nations expressed concern over the findings
of the report including Germany, the United Kingdom and Norway; Canada and Australia launched
probes into the matter. While acknowledging that it had distributed inappropriate materials to children,
UNRWA officials attempted to minimize the issue by arguing that only a small percentage of the
overall material was identified as being inappropriate. This contradicts UNRWA’s zero-tolerance
approach to hateful content. UNRWA also stated that the problem had been rectified and all instances
of hate and incitement had been removed by November 2020, a full eight months after the proliferation
of this content began. Following the IMPACT-se report, the organization immediately locked all access
to the self-study material, blocking further external scrutiny.

Cover page of UNRWA produced material for Grade 9 labeled for use in December 2020
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Hateful Content Remains in UNRWA Self-Learning Materials
This short report reviews UNRWA materials dated after UNRWA’s supposed review in November.
The report finds that, contrary to UNRWA’s claims, it continues to distribute content on online
platforms that is not compliant with UN values. This includes instances of highly problematic content
in “Self-Study Cards” (biṭāqāt t-ta‘allumi ð-ðātī) for grades 1 through 9. Many of the same themes
which were identified in the materials from March through September were also present in the more
recent study cards, including the omission of peacemaking and non-violent conflict resolution.
Among the examples which run counter to UN values and international standards was a spelling
exercise which teaches 9th graders to condemn Arab-Israeli peace and normalization initiatives and
claim they only serve to weaken the resolve of Palestinians. This passage, which also extolls violent
resistance, appears to be an UNRWA innovation not derived from the Palestinian Authority (PA)
textbooks. While not mentioning by name, the timing and context of this lesson suggest it is in
reference to the Abraham Accords, though it may also refer to peace agreements between Israel and
Jordan or Egypt. In either interpretation, staff of a UN organization are effectively teaching lessons
which contradict one of the main tenets of the UN Charter, the peaceful resolution of disputes.
Maps of the region produced in UNRWA study cards erase Israel, a UN member state, and assert
Palestinian ownership over the entire territory of the former British Mandate of Palestine (1922-1948).
This is done both visually, where maps label the entire area as “Palestine” while detail other presentday states in the region except Israel, such as Jordan; and in textual descriptions, which identify Israeli
towns and cities as Palestinian, and calculate the total area of Palestine to the entire area of the historic
British Mandate. When Israel is mentioned throughout the UNRWA study cards it is solely referred to
as “the Enemy” or “the Israeli Occupation.”
We identified references to jihad and violence in Arabic language lessons for grades 6 and 9. Children
are asked to complete a verb conjugation exercise containing the sentence “jihad is the road of glory.”
A lesson for 6th grade tells girls to make preparations for jihad in defense of the Al-Aqsa Mosque. A 9th
grade lesson teaches spelling using the term “pieces of corpses” and references a text containing
graphic descriptions of corpses and body parts strewn about city streets. In one such lesson, students
learn that walking with a limp excuses one from their duty of jihad, and goes on to say that “entering
Islam saves from hellfire.”
The teaching of Palestinian nationalism remains a central theme in the UNRWA-labeled content, in
contravention of UNRWA’s principle of neutrality. It is often framed in violent terms. Content is
heavily politicized with frequently recurring references to the national conflict even in such cases
where the link is not immediately apparent. Examples include likening the destruction of ancient
Carthage to the destruction of Palestinian Arab villages in 1948; and practicing the grammatical plural
form with “mujahid” (one engaged in a jihad, especially as a guerrilla warrior) and “resistance fighter”
as suggested nouns. As in other cases, these examples appear to be UNRWA-created where the PA
equivalent is content is relatively benign.
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Research and Methodology
Our goal in this research was to review the study materials produced by UNRWA after its supposed
November 2020 internal review and evaluate their adherence to UN values. For this purpose, we
surveyed the 27 UNRWA-labeled booklets dated November 2020 and onward (see “List of Surveyed
Texts” below). As suggested in the prefaces to the booklets themselves, and as defined by their
inherent structure, the booklets were examined in close conjunction with the relevant PA textbooks, to
identify how they correlate.
To assess adherence to UN values, we utilized IMPACT-se’s standard content-analysis research
methodology, examining the booklets according to the following condensed criteria of UNESCO’s
standards for peace and tolerance in school education:
1. RESPECT: The curriculum should promote tolerance, understanding and respect toward the
“Other,” their culture, achievements, values and way of life.1
2. INDIVIDUAL OTHER: The curriculum should foster personal attachment toward the “Other”
as an individual, their desire to be familiar, loved and appreciated.2
3. NO HATE: The curriculum should be free of wording, imagery and ideologies likely to create
prejudices, misconceptions, stereotypes, misunderstandings, mistrust, racial hatred, religious
bigotry and national hatred, as well as any other form of hatred or contempt for other groups or
peoples.3
4. NO INCITEMENT: The curriculum should be free of language, content, and imagery that
disseminate ideas or theories which justify or promote acts and expressions of violence, incitement
to violence, hostility, harm and hatred toward other national, ethnic, racial or religious groups.4
5. PEACEMAKING: The curriculum should develop capabilities for non-violent conflict
resolution and promote peace.5
1

As defined in the Declaration of Principles on Tolerance, proclaimed and signed by member states of UNESCO on
November 16, 1995, Articles 1, 4.2. See also: UN Declaration on the Promotion among Youth of the Ideals of Peace,
Mutual Respect and Understanding Between Peoples (1965), Principles I, III; Universal Declaration of Human Rights
(1948): “Education shall be directed to the full development of human personality and to the strengthening of respect for
human rights and fundamental freedoms. It shall promote understanding, tolerance and friendship among all nations,
racial and religious groups and shall further the activities of the United Nations for the maintenance of peace.”
2
The goal of education for peace is the development of universally recognized values in an individual, regardless of
different socio-cultural contexts. See Ibid., Article 6. See also, on exchanges between youth: UN Declaration on the
Promotion among Youth of the Ideals of Peace, Mutual Respect and Understanding between Peoples (1965), Principles
IV, V.
3
Based on Ibid., Articles III.6, IV.7 and VII.39; and on the Integrated Framework for Action on Education for Peace,
Human Rights and Democracy, approved by the General Conference of UNESCO at its twenty-eighth session, Paris,
November 1995, Article 18.2.
4
As defined in Article 4 of the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination
(ICERD), adopted by the United Nations General Assembly Resolution 2106 (XX) on December 21, 1965. See also:
Article 20 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), adopted by the United Nations General
Assembly Resolution 2200A (XXI) on December 16, 1966.
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6. UNBIASED INFORMATION: Educational materials (textbooks, workbooks, teachers’
guides, maps, illustrations, aids) should be up-to-date, accurate, complete, balanced and
unprejudiced, and use equal standards to promote mutual knowledge and understanding between
different peoples.6
7. GENDER: The curriculum should foster equality and mutual respect between women and men.
It should refrain from stereotyped gender roles.7
8. SOUND PROSPERITY and COOPERATION: The curriculum should educate for sound
and sustainable economic conduct and preservation of the environment for future generations. It
should encourage regional and local cooperation to that effect.8

5

Based on the Integrated Framework for Action on Education for Peace, Human Rights and Democracy, approved by
the General Conference of UNESCO at its twenty-eighth session, Paris, November 1995, Article 9; and on the
Declaration of Principles on Tolerance proclaimed and signed by member states of UNESCO on November 16, 1995,
Article 5.
6
Based on UNESCO recommendation concerning education for international understanding, cooperation and peace and
education relating to human rights and fundamental freedoms, adopted by the General Conference at its eighteenth
session, Paris, November 19, 1974, Article V.14.
7
The preamble to the Declaration of Principles on Tolerance, proclaimed and signed by member states of UNESCO on
November 16, 1995, notes the Convention on the Elimination of Any Form of Discrimination against Women and
emphasizes respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms for all, without distinction as to gender.
8
Based on UNESCO recommendation concerning education for international understanding, cooperation and peace and
education relating to human rights and fundamental freedoms, adopted by the General Conference at its eighteenth
session, Paris, November 19, 1974, Articles III.6, and IV.7. On the imperative for developing “systematic and rational
tolerance teaching methods that will address the cultural, social, economic, political and religious sources of
intolerance,” see the Declaration of Principles on Tolerance proclaimed and signed by member states of UNESCO on
November 16, 1995, Article 4.2. On education for international cooperation, see also: the UN Declaration on the
Promotion among Youth of the Ideals of Peace, Mutual Respect and Understanding between Peoples (1965), Principle
II.
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Selected Examples
1. Arabic Language, Grade 9, Vol. 1, Card 23 (UNRWA Department of Education – Gaza, SelfStudy Cards, Week 10, 25 December 2020- 1 January 2021)
Peace between Israel and its Arab neighbors is directly condemned in a passage that criticizes “our
Arab relatives” who “have sadly recognized our Enemies and began interacting with them,” leading to
the “prolonged life of Occupation on our land.” The text also discusses how “our Enemies” are
exploiting Arab disunity and “killing our sons, our old and our children.” It praises “our sons” who
have risen up “courageously” and threatened the existence of the Enemy. The text concludes that a day
will come where “our Enemies will be banished as failing losers.” This entire text appears to be an
innovation of UNRWA, and was not found in the PA curriculum.

Exercise Three:
A- Ask one of your family members to read out the following text as you write it down. Then assess
your work and correct your spelling mistakes.
Our Enemies dare to defy us, because of our weakness and disunity. They are killing our sons, our
old and our children, and make examples of them. Does that mean our sons responded with
silence?! Our sons have risen up in revolt on our Enemies, resisting them courageously, in a
resistance which embarrasses our Enemies and threatens their existence. However, our Arab
relatives have sadly recognized our Enemies and began interacting with them, which weakened our
sons' resoluteness, and prolonged the life of Occupation on our land. But a day will come, when this
land will return to us and to our sons, and our Enemies will be banished, God willing, as failing
losers.
5

2. Arabic Language, Grade 9, Vol. 1, Card 23 (UNRWA Department of Education – Gaza, SelfStudy Cards, Week 10, 25 December 2020- 1 January 2021)
A spelling exercise instructs students to inflect the term “pieces of corpses.” This is a reference to a
poem on the PA textbook9 which describes “the remains of dead women and children splatter all the
streets of the city.”

Are you done reading? Great! Notice the words with me: “the pieces of their corpses” – “in the pieces
of their corpses” – “at the pieces of their corpses”; as well as: “his water” – “at his water” – “in his
water”. Sometimes we find the hamzah diacritic on the letter wāw, sometimes on the letter yā’ and
sometimes on its own. What could be the cause of this? Let’s discuss it in the following table and
deduce what the grammar rule is:
Colored word – Placement of the hamzah diacritic – Reason
The pieces of their corpses – On top of the letter wāw – Because “the pieces of their corpses” is in the
nominative case.
The pieces of their corpses – On top of the letter yā’ – Because “the pieces of their corpses” is in the
genitive case.
The pieces of their corpses – On top of the letter alif – Because “the pieces of their corpses” is in the
accusative case.
His water – On top of the letter wāw – Because “his water” is in the nominative case.
[…]
9

Arabic Language, Grade 9, Vol. 1, 2019, p. 98.
6

3. Our Beautiful Language, Grade 4, Vol. 1, Card 29, p. 10 (UNRWA Department of Education
– Gaza, Self-Study Cards, Week 12, 8 January 2021- 15 January 2021[estimated])
Students are provided with examples sentences in a grammar exercise that include “the mujahid took
his vengeance” and “the resistance warrior won.”
These lines appear to be UNRWA innovations, and were not found in the PA textbook.

Now, for Exercise 1:
Complete the sentences as the example:
The child listened – The children listened
A. The traveler returned – ……
B. The mujahid took his vengeance – ……
C. The resistance fighter was victorious – ……

7

4. Arabic Language, Grade 6, Vol. 1, Card 17 (UNRWA Department of Education – Gaza, SelfStudy Cards, Week 8, 12 December 2020- 19 December 2020)
A grammar exercise calls on “daughters of Jerusalem” to perform ribāṭ (make defensive preparations
for jihad)10 in the Al-Aqsa Mosque.
This appears to be an innovation of UNRWA material, not found in the PA textbook.

Let’s make conclusions:
1. The hamzah [initial letter] of the word ibn and ibnah [“son” and “daughter”, respectively] is
removed when:
A. It is found between two names in one line […]
B. A vocative particle is placed before it. For example: “O daughter of Jerusalem, make preparations
to defend [rābiṭī] the Al-Aqsa Mosque.”
[…]
1. Explain why the hamzah diacritic of the word ibn and ibnah was dropped or retained in the
following sentences:
[…]
C. O son of Jerusalem, make sure to pray at the Al-Aqsa Mosque.
For further reading see: Nasser Rabbat, “Ribāṭ,” Encyclopedia of Islam (Second Edition), 2012,
http://dx.doi.org/10.1163/1573- 3912_islam_COM_0919, accessed January 11, 2021.
8
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5. Islamic Education, Grade 6, Vol. 1, Card 19, pp. 27-28 (UNRWA Department of Education –
Gaza, Self-Study Cards, Week 9, 19 December 2020- 26 December 2020)
Students are taught a Surah which states “the infidels will be thrown to hellfire by their ankles; they
will try to flee but fail; molten copper will be poured on top of them.”

Dear student: read the lesson summary thoroughly, to familiarize yourself with the ideas found in it.
Lesson summary:
[…]
3. God assures mankind and jinn that the Day of Judgement is arriving, and that He will judge them
based on their actions. God Almighty assures them that none may escape Him, and if one attempts to
do so, He will send upon them the flames of Hellfire and have [molten] copper poured on them.
[…]
5. Scenes of the Day of Judgement, as they appear in Surat al-Rahman, include: the sky will split apart,
and angels will descend from it; its color will turn red as rose. On that day, no infidel or sinner will be
asked for their crimes, for those will be apparent on them – one of the signs is that their faces will turn
black. There will also be psychological torment, as the angels will rebuke them. The angels will grab
them by their heads and feet, and throw them into Hell, as punishment for their disbelief, God save us
from that.
9

6. Arabic Language, Grade 8, Vol. 1, Card 29, p. 9 (UNRWA Department of Education – Gaza,
Self-Study Cards, Week 14, 22 January 2021- 29 January 2021 [estimated])
An Arabic language exercise refers to Israel as “the Enemy” of the Palestinians and encourages
students to rise up against it.
This phrase appears to have been created by UNRWA and was not found in the original Palestinian
textbook.

2. Palestinians are not afraid to face the Enemy.

7. Arabic Language, Grade 9, Vol. 1, Card 27, p. 26 (UNRWA Department of Education – Gaza,
Self-Study Cards, Week 12, 8 January 2021- 15 January 2021[estimated])
A grammar exercise teaches students about the verb “to occupy” through an example sentence “the
Occupier commits all kinds of torture.”
This phrase appears to have been created by UNRWA and was not found in the original Palestinian
textbook.

Example:
- The Occupier commits all kinds of torture. (Active participle)
- We are an occupied people. (Passive participle)
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8. Arabic Language, Grade 9, Vol. 1, Card 22 (UNRWA Department of Education – Gaza, SelfStudy Cards, Week 10, 25 December 2020- 1 January 2021)
A verb conjugation exercise includes the example sentence “jihad is the road of glory.”

Level assessment: in the following sentences, find the verbal noun, its vocal pattern, the verb it is
derived from and its vocal pattern.
[…]
6. The duel commenced between two great champions.
7. Jihad in God's path is the road of glory
9. Social Studies, Grade 7, Vol. 1, Card 35 (UNRWA Department of Education – Gaza, SelfStudy Cards, Week 9, 19 December 2020- 26 December 2020)
A lesson about Ramla asks students when it was “occupied in the modern period”, which, according to
the PA textbook,11 was in 1948 by “Zionist gangs.”

Second question: choose the right answer from within the brackets:
1. Ramla was occupied in the modern era in: (1917 – 1948 – 1967 – 1973)
[…]
(PA textbook:)

Zionist gangs occupied Ramla on 12 August, 1948. They expelled its inhabitants under threat of arms,
despite the city's surrender treaty guaranteeing its people being permitted to remain in their city; the
Zionist gangs did not adhere to that treaty. Ramla remains under the yoke of the Zionist occupation.
11

Social Studies, Grade 7, Vol. 1, 2019, p. 57
11

10. Social Studies, Grade 6, Vol. 1, Card 24 (UNRWA Department of Education – Gaza, SelfStudy Cards, Week 8, 12 December 2020- 19 December 2020)
Israel’s existence is denied as students are taught that the borders of Palestine are the same as those of
the British Mandate, despite other post-1948 countries, such as Jordan, being labeled. The area of
Palestine is described as 27,027 km2, the territory of the British Mandate. The text also states that the
land is coveted by “colonial powers” because of its strategic location.

Behavioral goals: 1. Lay out Palestine's geographic location. 2. Memorize Palestine's area. 3. Explain
Palestine's geographic importance.
Activity 5: Dear student: observe the map of Palestine in front of you, then complete the following
diagram:
[Map of Mandatory Palestine in its British Mandate borders, with no Jewish settlements; Jerusalem
marked red; country to the east named "Jordan"]
[Diagram on the left: Centre:] Borders of Palestine
[Right/east] _______
[Left/west] _______
[Top/north] ______, _______
[Bottom/south] ______, ______
[Continued]
Dear student, read the following educational passage, then answer the questions:
Palestine is the geographical area which extends from the Mediterranean Sea in the west to the River
Jordan in the east, and from Lebanon and Syria in the north to the Gulf of Aqaba and Egypt in the
south. Its area is about 27,027 km2. Palestine is situated in the western part of the Asian continent, and
its location gave it strategic importance, making it coveted by invaders and colonial powers.
12

11. Our Beautiful Language, Grade 3, Vol. 1, Card 11 (UNRWA Department of Education –
Gaza, Self-Study Cards, Week 11, 1 January 2021- 8 January 2021)
Students are directed towards a story from the PA textbook (Arabic Language, Grade 3, Vol. 1, 2020,
pp. 106-108) about Jaffa. They are then shown a picture of Hassan Bek mosque in Tel Aviv and asked
“which Palestinian city appears here?”

Dear student, observe the pictures in the school textbook on pp. 106, 107, and make oral statements
about them in a few sentences.
Let’s observe the following pictures and discuss:
[Right picture] What do you see in the picture? What Palestinian city appears here?
[Left picture] What does Jaffa look over? Describe its streets and houses.
13

12. National and Life Education, Grade 1, Vol. 1, Card 17, p. 20 (UNRWA Department of
Education – Gaza, Self-Study Cards, Week 10, 25 December 2020- 1 January 2021)
Students in 1st grade are taught that Jerusalem is Palestine’s capital and that they have a duty toward
Palestine and Jerusalem. Students are asked to look at an illustration in the PA textbook of a boy and
his grandfather looking at a photo album showing pictures of the Al-Aqsa Mosque and the Dome of the
Rock. Students are then asked questions such as “What is the capital of Palestine?” and “What is our
duty toward Palestine and Jerusalem?”

Illustration from Palestinian textbook, p. 69:

Dear student, think deeply about the picture on Activity 4A on p. 69, and then answer the following
questions:
* What do you see in the picture? What is Waleed doing? What is his grandfather doing?
* What is he speaking about?
* Do you love Palestine?
* What is the capital city of Palestine?
* What is our duty towards Palestine and Jerusalem?
14

13. Arabic Language, Grade 5, Vol. 1, Card 25, pp. 8-10 (UNRWA Department of Education –
Gaza, Self-Study Cards, Week 11, 1 January 2020- 8 January 2020)
UNRWA material emphasizes the right of return as a “human right” (rather than a national right) and
asks students “how shall we stand against the march of the Enemy.” The exercise directs students to a
story found in the PA textbook12 titled “The Memory which will not Die” which describes a man who
fled his village in 1948. Although some of the more graphic details of the original story are omitted in
the UNRWA material, the idea of returning “to raise the flag of Palestine” is reiterated.

Link the sentence and the rhetoric device which appears in it.
[…]
4. "We will return; to raise the flag of Palestine." What is the relationship between the underlined
sentence and the one before it?
[Continued] (p. 10)

2. A human right which appears in the text: the Right to Play – the Right to Study – the Right of Return
Final activity:
[…]
2. Let’s think and then answer the following questions:
A. What forced the writer to leave his town? ……
B. "I saw the marching of the Enemies" – how shall we stand against the marching of the Enemies?
……
C. What is the name of your town, from which your grandparents were expelled? ……
12

Arabic Language, Grade 5, Vol. 1, 2020, p. 83.
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14. Social Studies, Grade 7, Vol. 1, Card 32 (UNRWA Department of Education – Gaza, SelfStudy Cards, Week 8, 12 December 2020- 19 December 2020)
Israel’s existence is denied on a map that labels the entire territory as “Palestine.” Students are
provided with a passage that describes how the Umayyad rulers built or rebuilt cities such as Acre,
Haifa Caesarea, Ramla and Ashkelon (as well as Jericho and Jerusalem), and then asked to name five
“Palestinian cities built in the Islamic period.”

Activity 1
Dear student: consider the map of Palestine, then answer:
1. Name Palestinian cities built in the Islamic period: ______, ______, ______, ______, ______
2. How do you explain:
- The fact that there are many cities in northern and central Palestine, and few in its south? ……
Activity 2
Dear student, read the following text and then answer:
Canaanite cities have been found in Palestine since the earliest historic times. When Muslims liberated
Palestine, the Islamic state began concerning itself with restoring and preserving the ancient cities.
For this reason, Umayyad Caliph Mu‘awiyah bin Abu Sufyan sought to repair the walls of Jerusalem.
The Umayyad state rebuilt the city of Ashkelon and fortified it; expanded Caesarea and Acre and
repaired their buildings; and took care of Haifa and Jericho. Al-Walid bin ‘Abd al-Malik established
the village of Kafr Lam near Haifa. However, the greatest achievement of the Umayyad state in
Palestine, in terms of architecture, is the founding of the city of Ramla, built by the Umayyad Caliph
Sulayman bin ‘Abd al-Malik.
16

15. Social Studies, Grade 6, Vol. 1, Card 33 (UNRWA Department of Education – Gaza, SelfStudy Cards, Week 11, 1 January 2021- 8 January 2021)
In a lesson about ancient Carthage and its destruction at the hands of the Romans, students are asked to
name a Palestinian village destroyed by “the Israeli Occupation.” This reference to the conflict is
unlinked to the subject matter of the lesson.

1. Explain the Romans' strategy after they occupied Carthage. ……
2. What do you think about burning down cities and destroying them? ……
3. Name Palestinian towns and settlements destroyed and erased by the Israeli Occupation. ……

16. Social Studies, Grade 7, Vol. 1, Card 33, p. 2 (UNRWA Department of Education – Gaza,
Self-Study Cards, Week 8, 12 December 2020- 19 December 2020)
Shefa 'Amru Fortress is described as a “fortress of Palestine” despite it actually being located within
Israel.

Activity 2
Dear student, read the following text and then answer:
One of the most important citadels in Palestine is the Jerusalem Citadel, Qal‘at Murad near
Suleiman’s pools southwest of Bethlehem, and Shefa ‘Amru Citadel built by Zaher al-Omar al-Zidani
17

17. Arabic Language, Grade 9, Vol. 1, Card 19 (UNRWA Department of Education – Gaza, SelfStudy Cards, Week 9, 19 December 2020- 26 December 2020)
Arabic grammar is taught through example sentences such as: “walking with a limp excuses its owner
from jihad”; and “entering Islam saves from hellfire.”

Level assessment: in the following sentences, find the verbal noun, its vocal pattern, the verb it is
derived from and its meaning.
[…]
6. I heard the neighing of the horses.
7. Limping excuses one who has it from jihad.
[…]
Level assessment: in the following sentences, find the verbal noun, its vocal pattern, the verb it is
derived from and whether it is transitive or intransitive.
[…]
1. The merchant works hard for honest living.
2. Entering Islam saves from Hellfire.
18

List of Textbooks
The following UNRWA-produced study materials have been analyzed by IMPACT-se for research in
this study; not all were quoted in the examples.
UNRWA Department of Education—Gaza, Centre for Pedagogical Development. Self-Study Cards.
First Semester, November 2020-January 2021.
1. Arabic Language, Grade 5.
2. Arabic Language, Grade 6.
3. Arabic Language, Grade 7.
4. Arabic Language, Grade 8.
5. Arabic Language, Grade 9.
6. Islamic Education, Grade 1.
7. Islamic Education, Grade 2.
8. Islamic Education, Grade 3.
9. Islamic Education, Grade 4.
10. Islamic Education, Grade 5.
11. Islamic Education, Grade 6.
12. Islamic Education, Grade 7.
13. Islamic Education, Grade 8.
14. Islamic Education, Grade 9.
15. National and Life Education, Grade 1.
16. National and Life Education, Grade 2.
17. National and Social Upbringing, Grade 3.
18. Our Beautiful Language, Grade 1.
19. Our Beautiful Language, Grade 2.
20. Our Beautiful Language, Grade 3.
21. Our Beautiful Language, Grade 4.
22. Social Studies, Grade 4.
23. Social Studies, Grade 5.
24. Social Studies, Grade 6.
25. Social Studies, Grade 7.
26. Social Studies, Grade 8.
27. Social Studies, Grade 9.
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